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OFFICIAL NOTICES
Sub:

Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration &
Protection) Rules, 2002.

1.

As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 131 of the
Geographical Indications Journal dated 11 th March, 2020 / Phalguna 11, Saka 1941 has
been made available to the public from 11 th March, 2020.
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS
App.No.

Geographical Indications

Class

Goods

640

Naga Cucumber

31

Agricultural

641

Tirur Betel Leaf (Tirur Vettila)

31

Agricultural

642

Harmal Chilli

30

Agricultural

643

Judima

33

Agricultural

644

Pithora

2 & 19

Handicraft

645

Mau Saree

24 & 25

Textiles

646

Coconut Vinegar

30

Food Stuff

647

Lahaul Socks and Gloves

23

Textiles

648

Uttarakhand Aipan Craft

27

Handicraft

649

Uttarakhand Jyan Salt Tea

30

Agricultural

650

Kumaon Chyura Oil

30

Agricultural

651

Munsyari Razma of Uttarakhand

31

Agricultural

652

Uttarakhand Ringal Craft

27

Handicraft

653

Uttarakhand Tamta Product

27

Handicraft

654

ttarakhand Thulma

27

Handicraft

655

Goan Khaje

30

Food Stuff

656

Manjusha Art

16

Handicraft

657

Tikuli Art

16

Handicraft

658

Sohrai Painting

16

Handicraft

659

Soh-Shang

31

Agricultural

660

Kuttiattoor Mango (Kuttiattoor Manga)

31

Agricultural

661

Agra Stone Craft

19 & 20

Handicraft

662

Edayur Chilli (Edayur Mulaku)

31

Agricultural
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663

Chinnor Rice

30

Agricultural

664

Aligarh Lock

6

Handicraft

665

Bakhira Metal Product

21

Handicraft

666

Banda Shazar Patthar Craft

14

Handicraft

667

Nagina Wood Craft of Uttar Pradesh

20

Handicraft

668

Pratapgarh Aonla

31

Agricultural

669

Nagri Dubraj

30

Agricultural

670

Amroha Dholak

15

Handicraft

671

Mahoba Gaura Patthar

14

Handicraft

672

Hathras Hing

30

Food Stuff

673

Mainpuri Tarkashi

20

Food Stuff

674

Sambhal Horn Craft

20

Food Stuff

675

Kanyakumari Cloves

30

Agricultural

676

Bengal Muslin

24 & 25

Textiles

677

Patchwork of Rampur

24, 25 & 26

Textiles

678

Bareilly Terracott

21

Handicraft

679

Kovai Kora Cotton Sarees (Logo)

24 & 25

Textiles

680

Myndoli Banana

31

Agricultural

681

Morena Gajak

30

Food Stuff

682

Assamese Gamocha

24 & 25

Textiles

683

Osmanabadi Goat

31

Agricultural

684

Spiti Chharma (Seabuckthorn)

31

Agricultural

685

Alibag White Onion

31

Agricultural
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Dated 26th February, 2010

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules,
2002 provides as follows:
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.”
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal will be
Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of charge. Accordingly, sale
o f Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010.

Registrar of Geographical Indications
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indications Journal 131 dated March 11, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 424
Application Date: 28-05-2013
Application is made by Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development Corporation (Poompuhar), No. 759, Anna
Salai, Chennai - 600 002, Tamil Nadu, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Karuppur
Kalamkari Paintings under Application No. 424 in respect of Textiles and Textile Goods falling in Class –
24 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of
Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development
Corporation (Poompuhar),

B)

Address

:

Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development
Corporation (Poompuhar),
No. 759, Anna Salai, Chennai - 600 002,
Tamil Nadu, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :

D)

Types of Goods

E)

Specification:

KARUPPUR KALAMKARI PAINTINGS
Class 24 – Textiles and Textile Goods

:

Karuppur Kalamkari painting is done on pure cotton cloth. The stroking is done with pens and
brushes which are made out of bamboo stick, palm stem, date tree and coconut tree. These
natural brushes or 'kalams' are of various sizes and shapes used in accordance with the
requirement of painting. The technique of painting/ brushing with natural 'kalams' or brushes are
the uniqueness of this art form which requires high level of craftsmanship. It is dyed/ printed with
natural colors extracted from plants roots, bark, leaf and stems. Traditionally only three colours are
used i.e. black, red and yellow. But lately usage of 'pale blue' has also started which is again
characteristic to the Karuppur Kalamkari paintings.
The Kalamkari in Thanjavur region is the traditional dye painted figurative and patterned cloths
which were made for temples such as ceiling cloth, umbrella covers, cylindrical hangings and
chariot covers. The Tanjore tradition of kalamkari had canopies, thombai (cylindrical hangings),
umbrella covers and 'toranams' (door hangings) with motifs of yali, swan, peacock, and flowers,
and images of deities. They are used in temples and religious matha’s.
F)

Description:
Conceptually Karuppur Kalamkari paintings were used for decorating palaces and temples. The
Tanjore tradition is different from that of Srikalahasti and Machillipatnam. Machillipatnam is famous
for block printing kalamkaris' and motifs having Persian influence. Similarly, Srikalahasti's work is
largely thematic and narrative. On other hands Karuppur kalamkari is filled with regional impact
and is more similar to motifs employed in kumbakanom applique. This should not be difficult in
view of the rich repertory of source material available from which inspiration may be drawn.
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To an extent credit should be given to Sickinaikkenpet artisans who have retained the traditional art
form and brought it in notice of the textiles aficionados who were stupefied at the depth of
prevailing kalamkari in the Sickinaikkenpet region. It was once home to 300 families involved in
these complex but exquisite creations.
The royal patronage of Karuppur textiles by Serfoji Kingdom caused the art to be in vogue during
17th Century and diversified it into several products. Some of the well-known works of the Karuppur
Kalamkari are succinctly stated as follows:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

G)

Ramayanam: Epic scenes of Ramayana are decorated with 'kattari' borders. 10 scenes of the
epic is incorporated and segregated into two rows through floral designs. Each event in row is
enclosed within the decorated pillars. One of the most celebrated paintings of Ramayana
scene is one in which God Renganathar grants wish to king Dhasratha in form of divine
mangoes.
Thiruvilaiyadal Puranam: This traditional masterpiece includes 10 motifs which are separated
by decorated pillars (yellow). In one scene Pandiya King is sitting with the wife, and lady
servants are standing by the side with fans. Another scene reveals coronation ceremony.
Similarly, there is one scene showing the King controlling the flood of 'Vaigai' river with a pike
in his hand. There are certain other scenes depicting glorified era of Pandiya kingdom.
Ordinarily the panel size for such paintings is 11.8 feet x 5.2 feet.
Ramar Pattabishegan: This kalamkari panel reveals coronation function of Lord Rama (Hindu
Mythology God) which is one of recognizable work of epic, Ramayana. In this scene Rama and
Sita are sitting in the ornamented seat with coronation crown on their head and a colourful
umbrella over the seat. On both sides devotees are fanning (kavari fans). The preceptors on
both sides are greeting them with some 'slokas' One of the important devotees Hanuman is
kneeling and touching Rama's foot for blessings. Above the coronation scene is decorated with
jallars and two male angels on either sides are blowing trumpets to announce the coronation
ceremony. Background of painting is decorated with scattered traditional flowers. The size of
piece is 11 feet by 8.8 feet. Every border is characterized with square block containing 'annam'
(Mythological bird which is symbol of prosperity and beauty) traditional birds in black
background.
Amritham Stirring: The subject of this painting is an important event according to Hindu
mythology. 'Meru' Mount is used as a churn and the five headed snake is used as a rope. They
are stirring to take out the divine 'amrithan' from the ocean bed. The winged female angels are
flying above the scene with baskets filled with flowers and male angels are blowing the
trumpets. The scene is enclosed in both sides through a decorated pillar. This painting is
generally 18 feet long and 7% feet wide. Outer lour side border is painted with red colour.
Thirumalai Nayak King: The painting of the king in his royal attires is one of the fascinating
works of the karuppur kalamkari painting. This work has a colourful blend of traditional colours.
The general size of panel is 7.5 feet long and 5.10 feet wide.
Traditional Asmanagiri: This is one of the traditional designs of kalamkari paintings. The
central figure is amalgamation of traditional lotuses in circular pattern. Four comers have been
decorated with winged angels plying the pipes. All four corners of the border have Special
Square with flowers in yellow background. The art piece is 7.2 feet long and 7.2 feet wide i.e.
square. There are certain other famous motifs owing to the rich heritage of Thanjavur which
played pivotal role in development of such artistic paintings.
Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 09
The Karuppur Kalamkari Paintings are practiced in villages in and around Karuppur in
Udayarpalayam Taluk of Ariyalur District, Tamilnadu and also in villages in and around
Sickinaikkenpet & Tirupanandal in Thiruvidaimarudur Taluk in Thanjavur District, Tamilnadu.
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H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
The term 'kalamkari' had its origin in the tool used by artisan for the application of resist and
mordant. Kalamkari is a word that runs through the history of Indian Textiles from the beginnings
as a simple folkcraft. The etymology of 'Kalamkari' can be segregated into two parts. The word
'kalam' comes from the Persian language meaning 'pen' and Kari means 'work'.
Actually, the name came into being with the Muslim influences coming into India, although the
technique and practice is far older than that. The history of kalamkari in India is very ancient. In
India, fragment of mordant dyed cotton fibre has been found in Mohenjo-daro. This is a clear
indicator of antiquity of mordant dyeing in India.
The Kalamkari craftsmen in Thanjavur area have been practising the craft for many generations.
Documented records shows that craftsmen are originally from Kodali Karuppur, which was known
for producing unique combination of dye painted, resist dyed patterning done on brocade woven
cotton fabric for the Tanjore Royal family during the Maratha Kingdom.
Certain samples of Karuppur works are kept in the Saraswati Mahal Museum, Thanjavur. There is
also evidence that during 18s Century there was a booming Kalamkari paintings trade between
India and Europe. The designs were known as cheeti in Tamil, from which it is said that the
European Chintz is derived. The detailed description of kalamkari practiced in Tamil Nadu is given
by Monsieur De Beaulieu, a French Naval Officer, in 1734.
Documented records show that kalamkari designs evolved under the patronage of Nayak Period
which ruled over the region during l6th - l7th Century. The wall hangings of the Nayak period depict
processions and religious themes with highly stylized figures. They were in great demand during
early 17th century.
Hence it can be concluded that Karuppur Kalamkari tradition can be traced to the same period as
of kalamkari. Documented records clearly establish existence of this works to as early as 17th
Century.
Initially Artisans belonged to the small village near Kumbakonam town in Thanjavur District. Later
the work spread to the nearby regions of the village such as Sickinnaikenpet, and other places in
Thanjavur region following the migration of certain artistic families to these regions. As of now the
painting work is done in nearby villages which acquired the art through Traditional learning.

I)

Method of Production:
The Method of Production has been explained in further detail
Raw Materials / Tools used:
Kalam: Kalam is used to draw outlines of figures and floral designs. These are made from Bamboo
sticks. Though palm leaf is also used as a 'Kalam' or finer details and outlines. Different types of
'kalams' are used as per the specification of the work (thin lines thick lines) Process of preparing
'kalam' is stated in following points:
i.
The sticks are one inch thick and 9" inches length bits.
ii.
These are soaked in water for approximately three days.
iii.
Thereafter the lower sides of the sticks are made sharpened and pointed as per their
usage.
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iv.
v.
vi.

Then it is split into two at the middle of the tip 1-inch length.
After the splitting, cotton approximately 2 feet long is wound about one inch above the
divided tip.
The wounded cloth should be tied firmly in the bamboo stick by a thread.

Brushes: Different types of brushes are used. All brushes recollected from date/ palm stems and
cut into 9-inch length. Step wise process for its preparation is stated as follows:
i.
These sticks are soaked in water for approximately three days.
ii.
Tips of the pieces are crushed till they become soft.
iii.
These palm and date sticks are thin and thick in different thickness.
iv.
In case of bigger area, coconut crust is used for brushing.
v.
The crust is soaked in water for continuously one week.
vi.
Then one end of the crusts cut straight to 3 inches.
vii.
The cutting edges are softened. After desired result is obtained, they are soaked in water
for one day.
Cloth: Pure cotton cloth is used for kalamkari cloth which is processed further for the art.
Bleaching is done by dipping the cloth piece in 'cow dung' solution. It is squeezed and put in the
same solution for the night. Next day cloth is washed and kept for drying (it should not be exposed
to direct sunlight).
Later cloth is dipped in solution consisting milk starch and gallnut paste. It should be repeatedly
squeezed and later both sides of cloth should be adequately dried (it takes approximately 6 hours
for each side under controlled conditions). Cloth is further softened by beating it with wooden
mallet.
Colours: The traditional colours used in the Karuppur Kalamkari Paintings are Black, Red, Yellow
and Blue. They all are made naturally and no synthetic process is involved.
Black: Black color is extracted from Jaggery and rusted iron pieces which are soaked in a pot with
Gallnut (Kaduka) water. Fermentation is allowed to take place by closing the pot's mouth for 3
weeks. After 3 weeks, black solution developed is kept in a vessel and mixed with starch solution
and use it.
Red: Different plant varieties are used for getting the red colour (Example: 'Koddiveli'). These raw
materials are boiled along with mixture of gallnut powder. It is boiled continuously for half an hour.
Certain percentage of 'alum' (mordents used for improving brightness of color) is also added before
the color obtained is mixed with starch.
Yellow: Gallnut (Kaduka) and Turmeric are mixed into form of powder. They are mixed with water
and boiled in pot for a long time. Later 'Allam' and Gallnut powder is added while boiling and stirred
well. After the solution has been boiled, it is mixed with starch solution.
Blue: It is obtained from 'Avuri' Dlant leaf.
Other than these four main colours, other complementary colours are only used based on
requirement, if needed.
Step Wise Process of Production of Kalamkari painting:
The process gets initiated by drawing / sketching the design or motif in the paper. The raw
materials, tools used are common to major extent; having different usage in process with regard to
the specification of the desired drawing / painting.
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i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Cloth Cutting: As per the specification of the painting to be drawn, cloth must be planned
i.e. Width of border, Jamul and measurements of centre figure (length and breadth) should
be such so that there is no conflict when painting is drawn over cloth sheet as it becomes
very tedious to delete or erase the work,
Outline Sketch: Outlines are traditionally drawn using tamarind charcoal and
complementary motifs which are reiterated are traced from the sample sheet.
Kalam sketching: Black line or outline is drawn using ‘Kalam’, (Bamboo, kalams, of
different sizes; usage varying upon structure or sketch). Varieties of motifs or design are
drawn using different and specialized kalams.
Washing/ Drying: After the sketch or outline is drawn from, kalam, it is kept for one day
rest (not exposed to direct sunlight)
Black Color Treatment: After one day rest, coloring is initiated. Firstly, black color is filled
in the painting using different types of brushes. Brushes may be of sizes 1"12"/3"
depending upon specification.
Washing/ Drying: After coloring black and it is washed in the river water. Water of River
'Kolidum' is used for washing it. It is one of characteristic features of Karuppur Kalamkari
that washing is done only in running water. This method has been followed from ages. It is
dried in grass bed for appropriate time.

Secondary Color Painting:
After drying painting is done of places requiring big brushes i.e. especially red. Similar process of
washing and drying is followed after painting of colour.
Final painting/ brushing of complementary colors: Lastly yellow and other complementary
colours are painted in the remaining portions of the painting.
Washing/ Drying: Similar process of washing and drying is done after colouring.
Final Touches: Conclusively it is checked and folded in such a way that texture of painting is not
affected in any way.
J)

Uniqueness:
The below three points distinguish the Karuppur Kalamkari Cloth from the other types of Kalamkari
cloths:
i.
Designs, motifs used in Kauppur Kalamkari paintings are entirely different from one used
in other forms of Kalamkari. The rich heritage of Thanjavur facilitates exclusive imagination
with religious significance. Artisans are gifted with artistic imagination which is
characteristic to Thanjavur region only. Tanjore Swami Works is a peculiar feature of all
artisans in Thanjavur and its reflections is evident in Karuppur Kalamkari works too.
ii.
Kalamkari works of Srikalahasti region and Thanjavur region may be deemed to be similar
on the ground that both are made for similar purposes (temple ceiling cloth, pillar
decoration, etc.) but closer scrutiny in the work would reveal that most of Srikalahasti
works are more fixed. The figure drawings are not squat and stereotyped as Kalahasti
works. For example, there is no expression in the eyes or other senses. On other hand,
sensory expressions are important part of 'Karuppur Kalamkari'.
iii.
The characteristic features of the Karuppur Kalamkari is very pleasing union achieved by
balancing the figurative works with omamented works (decorative and supplementary
desigrs) Ceiling designs of the White Vinayaka Temple, Thiuvalanchuzhi (Thanjavur
district) is one of illustrator of unique blend of designs.
iv.
The uniqueness of Karuppur Kalamkari painting lies in its method. They are based on the
same method as followed in stone carvings and wood carvings found in state of Tamil
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Nadu. Other forms of Kalamkari are more thematic and narrative wherein Karuppur work is
a direct reflection of sculptures seen in stone or wood.
Thanjavur or old Tanjore District is home to many Adheenam temples, i.e. temples managed by
Adheenams ("saivite" mutt). Adheenams are: Madurai Adheenam, Thirupannandal Adheenam,
Dharmapuran Adheenam, etc. The Adheenath 'saivite'
Temples celebrate many festivals annually. These traditions had been followed from time
immemorial. These festivals are fixed. One of such festival is 'Panguni Utaram', which celebrates
Parvati's dedication to Lord Shiva. It is celebrated during month of Panguni (March- April). During
such festivals, temple cars (Vahana / Rath) is decorated with traditional 'Kalamkari paintings'
depicting the story or narrations regarding the deities. Frequent temple festivals results in ample
work for 'kalamkari' workers and they are devoted to work.
Not only is the temple car decorated during the festival, but also thatched shed is prepared from
coconut leaves outside the temple premises. In the lower part of the shed, kalamkari work is
displayed depicting and narrating the historic significance of the temple, deities and art work
relating to Lord ‘Shiva’. Earlier when there wasn't any scriptures or literal education system,
religious teachings were propagated through such visual mediums. Whole story associated with an
epic, legend or any temple was told in the form of kalamkari paintings and other art works.
Karuppur Kalamkari is a perfect illustrator of blending art and didacticism.
Hand printing and painting is done using the traditional methods i.e. no block printing is used for
drawing the motifs or printing unlike Machillipatnam Kalamkari.
The process of creating a Karuppur Kalamkari cloth is distinct from the other types of Kalamkari as
it does not use block printing. It is completely prepared using hand drawing and painting using
natural dyes.
K)

Inspection Body:
An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI Product
consisting of the following Members:
1.
One Representative from Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Regional Office,
Chennai;
2.
One Representative from Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development Corporation, Chennai.
3.
One representative from the Regional / Local District Industries Centre, Government of
Tamil Nadu,
4.
Two Master Artisan or National / State / District Awardee.
5.
One Producer representative from Ariyalur District
6.
One Producer Representative from Thanjavur District

L)

Others:
Karuppur Kalamkari is one of the traditional indigenous craft of Tamil Nadu which has its origin in
the history of Tamil Nadu. Kalamkari artisans has retained its traditional form even at the cost of
losing potential market to block printing, machine printing or even digital printing. In spite of being
laborious and exhaustive value is given to traditional method and no substitute is employed so as
to alter the quality.
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Karuppur Kalamkari paintings work is being promoted by State owned Tamil Nadu Handicrafts
Development Corporation (Pompuhar). They have various centers throughout the nation. i.e. in
New Delhi, Chennai, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Thanjavur, and many more places in the state of Tamil
Nadu. Artisans are encouraged to exhibit their work in these showrooms so as to attract wider
customer base. Artisans are trained and engaged in this business.
Knowledge and skill is passed traditionally from one generation to another through 'Guru-Shishya'
method. Skillful adoption of mastery of techniques by the craftsmen as a result of churning age old
processes which lend tremendous scope for their individual expression.
They are of reasonable price compared to skill and workmanship involved in the making of such
work. Their price varies as per the specifications of the craft and has found a customer base
amongst connoisseurs of textiles hand printing.
Karuppur Kalamkari painting is also used in annual Christian Festival held at Velanganni and also
various lslamic Function such as annual Kandoori celebrations. Hence it has a wide variety of
exclusive design and motifs.
In old Tanjore district, there are so many temples having different types of wall painting in it ceilings
of the inside roof. These wall paintings are one of the primary inspirations for artisans in this region.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002
in the Geographical Indications Journal 131 dated March 11, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 431
Application Date: 05-07-2013
Application is made by 1. Kallakurichi Wood Carving Handicrafts Industrial Co-operative Limited Society at
Industrial No 2, Chinnasalem, District: Kallakurichi, Tamil Nadu, India, 2. Vriksha Association of Wood
carving Artisans Self help Group at Thenkeeranur Road, Anna Nagar, District: Kallakurichi - 606 202, Tamil
Nadu, India and 3. Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development Corporation (Poompuhar), Government of Tamil
Nadu, at No.759, Anna Salai, Chennai – 600 002, Tamil Nadu, India for Registration in Part A of the
Register of Kallakurichi Wood Carving under Application No. 431 in respect of Wood carving falling in
Class – 20 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

1. Kallakurichi Wood Carving Handicrafts
Industrial Co-operative Limited Society,
2. Vriksha Association of Wood carving Artisans
Self help Group,
3. Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development
Corporation (Poompuhar)

B)

Address

:

1. Kallakurichi Wood Carving Handicrafts
Industrial Co-operative Limited Society,
Industrial No 2, Chinnasalem,
District: Kallakurichi, Tamil Nadu, India,
2. Vriksha Association of Wood carving Artisans
Self help Group,
Thenkeeranur Road, Anna Nagar, District:
Kallakurichi - 606 202, Tamil Nadu, India,
3. Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development
Corporation (Poompuhar),
Government of Tamil Nadu, No.759, Anna Salai,
Chennai – 600 002, Tamil Nadu, India.

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :
KALLAKURICHI WOOD CARVING

D)

Types of Goods

GI Journal No. 131
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E)

Specification:
The ‘KALLAKURICHI WOOD CARVING’ is a unique form of wood carving where the craftsmen are
specialized in carving temple related products and furniture; this entails the application of
ornamentation and designs derived from traditional styles. The artisans use mainly locally available
woods, which include Country Wood, Vaagai Wood, Maavulinga, Atthi, Illupai and Mango Tree’s
Wood, rose wood & teak.
A single block is used to carve out figurines of Goddesses, mythical figures, wall brackets, corners
and other artistic carvings. They also make dolls and wooden toys out of these woods. The tools
used are simple and the entire process is handmade which reflect the skills of the artisans.
The Artisans of Kallakurchi are known for carving Idols of Gods, Mythical figurines, animals and
birds, Dolls & toys, Ratham, Wooden Brackets of mythological designs, door designs & panels,
temple doors , puja madapam.

F)

Description:
The ‘Kallakurichi Wood Carving’ is a unique form of wood carving where the craftsmen are
specialized in carving temple related products and furniture; this entails the application of
ornamentation and designs derived from traditional styles.
The Wood used by these Artisans are usually imported from Panruti, Pattampakam, Thanjavur,
Samayapuram. The wood used by the artisans involved in wood carving is largely obtained from
Country Wood, Vaagai Wood, Maavulinga, Atthi, Illupai and Mango Tree’s Wood, Rose wood &
Teak, the artisans prefer to use the wood obtained from these trees only because, when the
products are given finishing touch, their texture and external appearance is usually soft, smooth
and resembles to that of Teak wood. Hence these artisans use wood obtained only from the above
mentioned particular trees.
The wood obtained from Atthi tree is mostly used for Pooja and its related activities. Since the
wood obtained from ILLUPAI tree is hard, it is used by the artisans in making Ratham / Chariot for
fairs and festivals celebrated.
Shilpa Shastras is an umbrella term for numerous Hindu texts that describe manual arts, the
standards for religious Hindu iconography, prescribing among other things, the proportions of a '
sculptured figure, as well as rules of Hindu architecture.
The traditional houses of the wealthy Tamil merchants display the architectural splendour of
woodcarving; ormate doors depict various motifs, such as rows of lotus, deer, Rudraksha beads,
horses and figurines. Even today the front door of each household, which is considered a sacred
threshold, has intricate wood carvings of Hindu deities and auspicious motifs like the hamsa/
mythical swan, padma/ lotus, poornakumbha / kaamadhenu and patterned floral motifs.
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G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 21
The Kallakurichi Wood Carving is mainly practiced in the taluks of Kallakurichi Chinnasalem, and
Tirukovilur in the Kallakurichi district of Tamil Nadu.
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Madurai was a noted centre of indigenous art handicraft when the town was the chief city of the
south of India. Then, the craftsmen who were attracted from far came into the city brought with
them their own peculiar style. In course of time, these craftsmen migrated to other towns and
places and each evolved its own style of wood carving.
This form/art of wood carving was predominantly practiced by the “ODDAR” Community who are
believed to be settled in southern most parts of India. It was these people in Kallakurichi who were
involved in the tradition of wood carvings. This proves that this form of art has been in Kallakurichi
since from the ancient times. Thus the History of the Kallakurichi Wood Carving can be traced from
as far as the ancient times to the modern day period.
I)

Method of Production:
For manufacturing such wooden carved products, basically the wood is carved in many stages
which include rough carving, smoothening the roughly carved products by way of chiseling and
finally sandpapering it to give it a finishing touch. Most often the finished carving is varnished and
at times they are also painted with black or are given an antique finish.
Raw Materials:
The raw materials used include Country Wood, Vaagai Wood, Maavulinga, Atthi, Illupai, Mango
Tree’s Wood, Rose wood & Teak wood.
The wood for the Kallakurichi wood carvings is sourced from around the District.
Tools used:
• Chalk
• Rambam – Saw
• Sandpaper
• Uli Chisels, the types are:
• Seruva Uli - for carving
• Tiruppu Uli- for turning the screw
• Elapp Uli - for leveling and planning
• Sittar Uli - to carve small idols
• Aakkur - Drill
• Malu - Metal stick
• Kottapuli - wooden mallet
• Koradhu - Cutting pliers
• Aram - Gouges
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The process of carving intricate structures out of wood begins with cutting of wood to required size
by using hand saws. The operation is started by either drawing the pattern intended to be produced
on the sandal wood or on a piece of paper pasted over its surface. It is then engraved or outlined
in every detail; the interspaces between the lines are next cut away, thus leaving the pattern in low
relief; lastly the design itself is carved out in the Most minute detail keeping the intricacies and
subtle light and shade effects, every desired curve, expression and texture is fully portrayed. The
wood is then polished with sand paper and the eyes are carved out at the end. The products are
given a finishing touch by using natural colours or with the application of lacquer, or given an
antique finish. The designs and motifs are usually derived from architectural details of the temples.
Process of Carving
1.
The wood is cut to required size by using hand saws.
2.
Then the intended pattern is either drawn on different types of wood or on a piece of
paper pasted over its surface.
3.
The pattern is then engraved or outlined in every detail. The interspaces between the lines
are cut away, leaving the pattern in low relief. Then the design itself is carved out in the
most minute detail keeping the intricacies and subtle light and shade effects.
4.
Every desired curve, expression, and texture is fully portrayed.
5.
The wood is then polished with sand paper and the eyes are carved out at the end. The
products are given a finishing touch by using natural colours, or with the application of
lacquer, or given an antique finish.
6.
The designs and motifs are usually derived from architectural details of the temples.
J)

Uniqueness:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The Kallakurichi Wooden carvings are especially made of Country Wood, Vaagai Wood,
Maavulinga, Atthi, Illupai, Mango Tree’s Wood, Rose wood & Teak The Wood Carving is
done completely by hand and the immense talent and expertise of the wood carvers is
evident in every figurine made.
The craftsmen are known for carving Idols of Gods, Mythical figurines, animals and birds,
Dolls & toys, Ratham, Wooden Brackets of mythological designs, door designs & panels,
temple doors , puja madapam
The craftsmen strictly follow the Shilpa shastra treatise in making the idols of gods,
Ratham, puja madapam Mythica figurines for centuries..
The craftsmen mostly carve religious products in the traditional style which has changed
little for centuries.
The craft practiced by these traditional wood carvers, as in the other parts of Tamil Nadu ,
follows the rules of iconography described in Shilpa Shastra which are treatises on image
making'
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K)

Inspection Body:
An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI Product
consisting of the following Members:
1.
One representative each of the District Industries centre, Department of Industry and
commerce (Government of Tamil Nadu),
2.
One representative from the Regional / Local District Industries Centre, Government of
Tamil Nadu,
3.
One Representative from Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development Corporation, Chennai.
4.
Two Master craftsman or National / State / District Awardee.
5.
One Representative from Kallakurichi Wood Carving Handicrafts Industrial Co-operative
Limited Society; and
6.
One Representative from Vriksha Association of Self Help Group, Annanagar, Kallakurichi
(the local artisan body).

L)

Others:
The geographical location of Kallakurichi is one of the fundamental reasons for fostering the
development of wood carving industry. It is a famous marketing and manufacturing centre of the
region. The ready availability of woods like Vaagai wood, Maavu Linga, Mango tree, Atthi and
Illupai, Teak & Rosewood which are found in abundance in the region are instrumental in the
development of the Wood Carving industry. These wood carvings have been practiced for
generations. It is a source of livelihood for a large segment of Artisans of Kallakurichi who had
been in wood carving business for decades; who have been handed down the knowledge
generation after generation.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 131 dated March 11, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 589
Application Date: 18-09-2017
Application is made by Renuka Devi Katghar - Bunkar Swayatt Sahakarita at Village - Veerpur, PostDunda Vikaas, Tehsil - Dunda, Uttarkashi – 249 151, Uttarakand, India for Registration in Part A of the
Register of Bhotia Dann of Uttarakhand under Application No. 589 in respect of Carpet falling in Class –
27 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of
Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Renuka Devi Katghar - Bunkar Swayatt
Sahakarita

B)

Address

:

Renuka Devi Katghar - Bunkar Swayatt
Sahakarita,
Village - Veerpur, Post- Dunda Vikaas,
Tehsil - Dunda, Uttarkashi – 249 151,
Uttarakhand, India
Facilitated By:
UNDP, India

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :
BHOTIA DANN OF UTTARAKHAND

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:
•
•

•
•

Class 27 - Carpet
.

:

Bhotia Dann (Hand-knotted Carpets) is a unique form of hand-knotted carpet, that is woven in
the high altitude regions of the state of Uttarakhand, by the Bhotia tribe for their livelihood,
particularly in the districts; Uttarkashi, Chamoli, Pithoragarh and Bageshwar.
These are hand knotted carpets, made up of pure wool with the conventional design patterns,
inspired by traditional Bhotia cultural themes which are very similar to old Tibetan
carpets/rugs. The designs mostly comprise geometric patterns, which gives them a unique
and elegant appearance. The dyes used to colour the woolen threads are natural dyes
prepared from plant extracts.
The sheep that provide the wool, are reared by these tribes at high altitude. This results in
high quality, long lasting, soft wool which provides suitable warmth. These carpets are sold to
locally to traders and residents, which provides limited economic returns to the craftsmen.
These hand knotted carpets are made up of pure wool and are highly durable with a shelf life
of 20-40 years. They are entirely hand woven, using traditional machines and tools, such as
Local Charkhas, Bageshwari Charkhas, Kaanth, Panja and knife and loom machines.
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•

F)

Description:
•

•

•

G)

High mountainous regions of the State of Uttarakhand are blessed with rich traditional
knowledge in art and culture which culminates into traditional handicraft products, using
limited resources. These Bhotia communities wish to safeguard the traditional heritage of art
and craft while being able to secure economic benefits from the same. The registration of
Bhotia Dann as a Geographical Indication, would add on to its brand value and reputation,
which would help in widening the consumer base and accruing better prices for it,
consequently leading to improved socio-economic conditions of these communities. The
communities will also have enhanced prospects for trading Dann across borders.

The Hand Knotted Woolen Carpets are woven by the Bhotia Tribes in the hilly region of the
state of Uttarakhand. These are made up of pure wool that is derived from the sheep that are
reared by Bhotia tribes. The wool is of high quality, it is durable, has a soft texture and is very
warm
The colors used to dye the threads are extracted from local wood, leaves, roots etc, that make
carpets more vivacious. The traditional process of preparation of natural dyes involves
sustainable extraction of local bio-resources such as flowers, leaves and other parts of the
plants and trees. These parts are extracted without uprooting the entire plant. Other natural
products used for obtaining desired colours are turmeric, wheat flour etc.
The carpets are woven using threads which are smaller in length, and cannot be used in
weaving of other woolen products like sweaters, woolen dresses, shawls etc. These small
threads are combined together, colored and then used for weaving of the carpet. Since the
resources are limited, they are utilized efficiently.

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 29
Bhotia Dann of Uttarakhand is mostly prepared by the Bhotia community of Uttarkashi, Chamoli,
Bageshwar and Pithauragarh districts of Uttarakhand, India.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
•

•

•

The Bhotia or Bhotiya are primarily shepherds. With a population of around 120,000 people,
they live predominantly in the northern states of Sikkim, Tripura, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh, Arunachal Pradesh and West Bengal. Their
name, Bhotiya, derives from the word Bod which is the Classical Tibetan name for Tibet.
Bhotiya is the name used by the Constitution of India, throughout Nepal and by most people
of Uttarakhand.
They have Mongolian features and are known as Pahari or hill people. The Bhotia are divided
into six sub-groups, the Bhot, Bhotia, Bhutia, Tibbeti (Sikkim & Arunachal) Butt and Buttola. In
Northern Sikkim, where the Bhotia are a majority, they are known as the Lachenpas or
Lachungpas, which means- inhabitants of Lachen ("big hill" in Tibetan) or Lachung ("small hill"
in Tibetan).
The Bhotia people of Uttarakhand are an ethno-linguistic group of people residing in the upper
Himalayan valleys of Kumaon and Garhwal division of Uttarakhand. They once inhabited the
border of India and Tibet, formerly known as the United Province, during British regime.
These include the Shaukas of Kumaon and Tolchhas and Marchhas of Garhwal. They were
nomadic pastoralists and traded wool and salt between Tibet and India. Once the snow
melted, large numbers of caravans of mules, yaks would travel into Tibet with Indian goods, in
order to barter/ sell their goods for local Tibetan merchandise, which would in turn be sold in
India. The Indo-Tibetan border was closed in 1962 and the Bhotia moved and settled in India.
The name Bhotia is derived from the word ‘Bhot’ meaning Buddha, The Bhotia are also called
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•

•

Bhotiya, Butia and Bot.
The Bhotia speak the same language as spoken in the Almora region and others belonging to
the Tibeto-Burman family, although their dialects are mutually unintelligible to the Kumaoni
and Tibetan people. Owing to the social process of Sanskritization, many of them have
intermarried with the Hindus over the years. Most of the Bhotia practice a combination of
Tibetan Buddhism and Hinduism, although Hinduism is prevalent among the earlier semiIndian groups, Buddhism is prevalent among the recent immigrant groups of purer Tibetan
origin, such as the Jadh.
Provinces or Regimes under Kulinda Ushinagar Janpada of Uttarakhand (500- 400 BCE):
According to Dabral, the Kulinda Ushinagar Janapada was divided into six major provinces or
regimes or divisions.
 Tamas - The Janpada adhyaksha or king of Tamas was Ushinagar. Tamas was spread
across the hills of Satluj and Tons (Tamsa) rivers. The other smaller rivers in the region
were Jala and Upjala (Rupi, Supi of Himachal).
 Kalkut, Kalshail(todars Kalsi) - The area of Kalkut comprised southern Yamuna, Kalsi,
Dehradun and Shatrughan Nagar. The region was famous for black colored eye ointment
(kala Anjan) production in Mahabharata.
 Tangan- the Bhotiya regions. Tibetan border of present Uttarkashi, Chamoli, Rudraprayag
and Chamoli was called Tangan.
 Bhardwaj Janapada- the region of present PauriGarhwal and Tihri, Uttarkashi and
Haridwar was Bhardwaj region of Kulinda Ushinagar Janapada.
 Ranku- Present boarder of Tibet or Bhotia region of Pithoragarh was called Ranku in
Panini literature. Ranku region of Kulinda /KunindaUshinagar was famous for blanket and
ox in Panini time. A few inhabitants of Pithoragarh of this region still speak the same
language as before.
 Atrey or Govishan region- The Govishan region of Kulinda Ushinagar is today's Almora,
Nainital, Bageshwar, Champawat, Udham Singh Nagar and southern Pithoragarh.

•

•

Exports from Kulinda Uttarakhand- Bawar /Bhabhar or plains of Kulinda Uttarakhand had
wholesales markets. The people used to export grass, grass materials, mats, salt minerals,
figs, ropes, fibers produces, flowers, dry fruits and flowers, medicinal plants, herbal
medicines, wool and woolen items, leather from various animals, leather items, milk, milk
products, honey, Gangajal, elephant tusk, etc. Kulinda people used to export ores or metal,
precious stones, borax, skulls, and other items too.
According to the texts from the Buddisht era, woolen carpets were known in India as early as
500 B.C. References to woolen mats and floor covering are not infrequent in ancient and
medieval Indian literature. By the 16th century, carpet-weaving centers were established in all
major parts of the sub-continent. However, it is the output of the Mughal period that is now
attracting international attention. Under the patronage of the Mughal emperors, carpet
weaving traveled across the length and breadth of the country. Today, this craft is found in
India from Jammu and Kashmir in the north to Tamil Nadu in the south and from Rajasthan in
the west to Arunachal Pradesh in the east.

History of Trans Border Trade in Uttarakhand Area
•

Indo Tibet (China) border trade, from high Himalayan passes is on vogue from centuries as,
according to Edwin Atkinson, the writer of Himalayan Gazetteers. Atkinson has written that
the trading between the two regions was also going on in 3rd century BC as a trade route
from Patliputra to Taxila via Kalsi. The European historian has traced out these facts and has
pointed out that a European Jesuit priest, Antonio De Andrade crossed over to Tibet via Mana
pass in the year 1624 AD.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Bhotias of districts of Himalayas, residing in the border regions of Garhwal and Kumaun
Himalayas, are well known for their traditional expertise in making a range of woolen
garments and materials, besides processing and colouring of wool. Prior to 1962, there was
trans-border trade between India and former Tibet, and the import of wool was one of the
major source of income for the Bhotia's woolens-based, traditional cottage industry. But after
1962, trade was stopped due to conflicts between China and India.
The trade, which had been called off for several decades in 1962 following India-China war
resumed from the year 1992, but only through the 165,00 feet high Lipulekh pass, whereas
earlier it used to be conducted via other parts of Himalayan passes such as Utadhura, Niti,
Mana passes in the state of Uttarakhand as well as from high Himalayan passes in Himachal
Pradesh.
Prior to 1962, the traditional trade used to run on a unique system called Gamgya, under
which the Indian traders would trade with his friends and partners in Tibet who possessed half
of stone that used to be broken by trade partners from India and Tibet before making a man
their traditional partner in trade for lifetime. "Even after one partner died, his sons used to
trade with only their trade partners after producing the half part of broken stone", informed
Dr.Lalit Pant, a researcher on Indo Tibet border trade.
Garhwal Settlement Officer R.K. Paul, in his settlement reports in the year 1896 had
mentioned that the Tibetan trade offered employment to thousands of people in most sterile
parts of the country and provide Tibetan market to produces from Kumaon and Garhwal
region. According to an Almora historian M.P.Joshi , borax was one of most significant import
from Tibet as it was in need of goldsmiths from Kumaon to Kanpur region of UP. "The borax,
used to be imported from Tibet from 6th century AD onwards, as it was used as base material
in manufacturing ink, that is used in writing on local handmade paper", said Dr Joshi.
Though the British, by promotion of Tibetan trade, wanted to check Russian advancement to
Central Asia in early decades of 20th century, they were fully aware of the fact that prosperity
of border region depended on the trade from Tibet. "The object of my visit to Tibet was to
measure trade and pilgrims traffic between united province (UP at present) and western
Tibet.... and finally to enquire generally as to existing obstacles to the development of trade
with Taklakot, GyaLnema and Gartok marts in Tibet", wrote C.A. Sherring, deputy
commissioner of Almora, who visited Tibet from Darma pass in the year 1905.
The other main imports from Tibet were salt and Tibetan wool, while salt was used by the
locals of Kumaon and Garhwal regions, Tibetan wool was used by tribal craftsmen who by
then had become experts in weaving woolen garments from that wool from Tibetan sheep and
used to sell these in winter markets of Bageswar, Jauljibi, Gauchar in winter fairs in Kumaon
and Garhwal region arranged by state Governments.
The statistics shows that the trade that stood at Rs 13 lakh turnover in the year 1992 has
grown to over Rs 5 crore, between tribal traders from Johar, Drama and Vyans valleys of
Pithoragarh district, who are further demanding to expand it by including 13 more goods into
the list of trade between two countries from the high Himalayan pass of Lipulekh. Although the
actual trade facets are not available for the entire Uttarakhand region, this provides a glimpse
over the revenue generation and economic importance of trans-border trade between India
and Tibet via Uttarakhand.

History of Carpet Weaving in Uttarakhand
•

Carpet from one area varies from other on different aspects such as; the type of weave which
can be needle felt, knotted, tufted, flat woven, embroidery carpets etc. The next most
important aspect is the fiber and yarn used for making the carpet, which again is directly
associated with design or patterns on the carpets. Furthermore, the fibers are chosen as per
their durability, appearance, ease of manufacture, and cost. In terms of scale of production,
the dominant yarn constructions are polyamides (nylons) and polypropylene in an estimated
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•

•

•

•

I)

90% of the commercial market. Although wool and woolen blends, polyester and acrylic are
also known for their usage for carpet weaving, pure wool has excellent durability. However, it
is relatively expensive and consequently only occupies a small share in the market.
The method of manufacture of carpet includes the principle of designs which is an integral
part of weaving and associated with skills of peoples associated with profession. The
designing of carpet can be easily distinguished between Persian, Tibetan, Oriental, Turkish
Carpets or many others due to the unique texture of wool and the use of natural dyes
resulting in pastel shades and simple appearance.
Akbar, a Mughal emperor, is accredited of introducing the art of carpet weaving to India during
his reign. The Mughal emperors patronized Persian carpets for their royal courts and palaces.
During this period, he brought Persian craftsmen from their homeland and established them in
India. Initially, the carpets woven depicted the classic Persian style of fine knotting. Gradually
it blended with Indian art. Thus, the carpets produced became typical of the Indian origin and
gradually the industry began to diversify and spread all over the subcontinent. During the
Mughal period, the carpets made on the Indian subcontinent became so famous that demand
for them spread abroad. These carpets had distinctive designs and boasted a high density of
knots. Carpets made for the Mughal emperors, including jahangir and Shah Jahan, were of
the finest quality. Under Shah jahan's reign, Mughal carpet weaving took on a new aesthetic
and entered its classical phase. Indian carpets are well known for their designs with attention
to detail and presentation of realistic attributes. The carpet industry in India flourished more in
its northern part with major centres found in Kashmir, Jaipur, Agra Gwalior and Bhadohi.
Indian carpets are known for their high density of knotting. Hand-knotted carpets are a
specialty and widely in demand in the West. The carpet industry in India has been successful
in establishing social business models that help underprivileged sections of the society.
Tibetan carpets from the 19th century (perhaps earlier, though mostly carpets from the 19th
century survive) are relatively restrained in terms of design and coloring, carpet makers at that
time being restricted to a narrow range of natural dyes including madder (red), indigo (blue),
Tibetan rhubarb (yellow) and Tibetan walnut (browns and greys), with a few other local plants
producing yellow and greenish colors. Motifs consisted of two classes: the first type being
simple geometric motifs such as the checkerboard and gau (amulet) design that probably
formed part of an ancient Tibetan design repertoire, mingled with medallion designs and other
motifs derived from Chinese decorative traditions.
Uttarakhand in Arthashastra 'a Sanskrit classic by Chanakya or Kautilya mentioned about
brave hill soldiery communities. These tribes are highly skilled in weaving knotted carpet as
they have these teachings from their forefathers who use to export these goods across the
Indo-China borders from last hundreds of years.

Method of Production:
The whole process of production of carpet requires highly skilled labor and every step is executed
manually, starting from shearing the sheep, preparation and dyeing the yarn, weaving the knots,
to finishing of the product, The communities are least equipped with modern manufacturing tools
in the higher regions of the Himalayas. Therefore, whole process of carpet manufacturing is
carried out using traditional tools and methods:
1. Process starts with the shearing of sheep and preparing the fleece. This process is the first
step towards spinning the fleece into wool. It is also beneficial for the sheep since shearing
usually takes place in the early spring, just before the ewes give birth. This helps keep her
clean during the birthing process.
2. Next step is cleaning of the fleece which involves removing debris, dirt and oil, by using warm
water. The water is then drained out and the fleece is spread on the clean surfaces for drying
overnight.
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3. Next step is carding of wool which involves straightening of the sheep fibers. Hand carding is
usually carried out by using simple tools like wooden combs and fingers, as practiced
traditionally among Bhotias.
4. The fleece is then spun into yarns. For spinning different type of traditional wheels
(‘Traditional old Charkhas’ and ‘Bageshwari Charkha’) are used.
5. The yarn is dyed using natural dyes extracted from plants and flowers. At the beginning of the
20th century, nature was the most important source of perfect dyes with subtle and attractive
colors. These weavers continue this practice of using natural dyes that impart more durability
to the product. Some common techniques to produce different colors are as follows:
• White: Wheat/Rice Flour is used to impart white color to the yarn.
• Dark and Light Brown: For different shades of brown, walnut (Akhrot) are used.
• Yellow: Turmeric is most commonly used dye to impart yellow color to the yarn.
• Green: Plant roots are used to furnish green color also sometimes combinations are used
to impart same color.
• Red and Pink: Onion peals are further used to deliver red and shades of pink to the yarn.
Various combinations of these raw products are used to impart more color shades.
6. The pattern of the weave, is an aesthetic feature of the carpet that also imparts value to the
end product, thus making it very crucial step. The pattern drafted on the carpet are
traditionally known by the tribes which were inspired by designs of Tibetan rug sporting
geometric patterns, auspicious symbols and flowers. For incorporating new designs, the
patterns are drawn on a graph paper, in which each square represents a single knot. It is then
woven on the loom.
7. Knotting or weaving is next step in which these colored yarns are woven on loom machine
locally known as 'Raach' based on selected patterns. These looms are operated manually
using both hands and feet to weave the carpet with set design and pattern. For maximum
utilization of raw material, even the small threads are used resulting into beautiful designs
8. After weaving the whole carpet, the unwanted threads are cut off and the carpet is washed
thoroughly.
These finished products are then moved to the commercial woolen emporium for sale.
J)

Uniqueness:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Carpet weaving is the traditional art form exhibited mainly by Bhotia tribes of Himalaya region.
The whole manufacturing process, starting from shearing the sheep, preparing the fleece,
cleaning and colouring the wool and craving it to yarn is carried out manually using traditional
tools.
The yarn is made up of pure wool from sheep reared in the high altitude of the Himalayas.
Natural dyes extracted from plants are used for coloring these yarns.
Dann is highly durable and extremely warm, apt for cold climate and hilly regions.
These carpets are made up of pure wool as compared to other carpets which maybe a mix of
various polymers. It can be distinguished by the high density of knots in its weaving process.
They are soft, warm and durable, with shelf life of about 15 to 20 years, apt for cold climate
and hilly regions
The tradition of weaving Dann contributes towards conservation of traditional art form and
skills, apart from serving as a source for sustainable livelihood for these higher Himalayan
communities.

The process involved in this traditional craft is time consuming and laborious. It needs to be
protected and conserved while exploring options to make it economically viable.
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K)

Inspection Body:
An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI Product
- Bhotia Dann of Uttarakhand consisting of the following Members:
1.
One Representative from Department of Industries, Govt. of Uttarkhand;
2.
One Representative from District Administration.
3.
One Representative from Uttarakhand Handloom and Handicraft Development Council;
4.
One Representative from Indian Institute of Carpet Technology;
5.
One Representative One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner
(Handicraft), Govt. of India – Regional / Zonal / Local Office.
6.
Two (2) Master craftsman or National / State / District Awardees.
7.
One Representative from Trader / Exporters of GI Product.
8.
One Representative from Local NGO representing the interest of Producers

L)

Others:
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules,
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 131 dated March 11, 2020
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 643
Application Date: 16-01-2019
Application is made by “DIMAJIK HOSOM” at Village: Dibarai, Post: Haflong, District: Dima Hasao,
Assam, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Judima under Application No. 643 in respect of
Alcoholic Beverage (Expect Beer) made of Rice falling in Class – 33 is hereby advertised as accepted
under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

DIMAJIK HOSOM”

B)

Address

:

DIMAJIK HOSOM”
Village: Dibarai, Post: Haflong,
District: Dima Hasao,
Assam, India
Facilitated By:
1. Youth Association for Development &
Empowerment (YADEM); and
2. Assam Agricultural University

C)

Name of the Geographical Indication :
JUDIMA

D)

Types of Good

E)

Specification:

Class 33 - Alcoholic Beverage (Expect Beer)
made of Rice.

:

Judima is a rice wine brewed by the Dimasa community of Assam from time immemorial. It is
used in all religious and social functions in Dimasa society. No ceremony is complete without
Judima in Dimasa society.
Rice wine is prepared by all the communities in North East India. However, use of the starter cake
(humao) with thembra (Acacia pennata) in fermentation process is a unique feature of Judima.
Another unique feature of Judima is use of the three endemic varieties of rice (maisa, maiju and
bairing). Long shelf life is another distinguishing character of Judima.
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Maintaining hygienic condition in the surrounding area is of utmost importance in the preparation
of Judima. It is the symbol of respect, love and affection and is an integral part of Dimasa society
and culture.
Use of Judima as a health drink/preventive drink is in Dimasa culture. Smearing of Judima on lips
of new born for warding off evil/disease is cultural. It is also used for minor ailments like sour
throat etc. It is the antidote of pain and fatigue in the Dimasa society.
Quality of Judima is determined by its colour, taste and typical flavour..
Colour of Judima changes from mellow yellow to dark brown with age.
F)

Description:
Judima is an alcoholic beverage prepared from three varieties of rice grown locally. They are
maisa (non glutinous variety), maiju (glutinous rice) and bairing maiju (a variety of glutinous rice).
The last variety of rice is cultivated only for preparation of Judima, not for normal consumption.
These three varieties of rice are mixed in adequate proportion for maximisation of quality and
quantity of Judima. Boiled rice is mixed with a starter cake made of rice flour admixed with dried
bark of thembra (Acacia pennata) and transferred into ju-khulu (conical shaped bamboo basket
particularly made for this purpose) or dihu (earthen container) for fermentation which becomes
ready for consumption after 4/5 days. It is important to note that unlike the other communities in
the region no other ingredient is used for fermentation. The taste of Judima varies from place to
place. However, the best Judima is produced in the district of Dima Hasao of Assam.
The special characters in terms of taste, colour and flavour is dependent on ingredients which are
available only within the geographical confines of Dima Hasao Districts of Assam. For instance,
sticky rice is a common phenomenon in the region. However, quality of sticky rice varies from
place to place, particularly the species cultivated in the plains and hills. Thus Judima as a product
is dependent on ingredients used which are exclusively found in this region and the quality of the
ingredients is also depended on its place of origin. This provides a crucial linkage to the
geographical locations.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 34
Judima is produced mostly by the Dimasa people residing in Dima Hasao and Karbi Anglong
district.
Latitude and longitude of Dist. Dima hasao is 25.3478° N, 93.0176° E
Latitude and longitude of Dist. Kari anglong is 25.8457° N, 93.4378° E

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Dimasa is one of the earliest inhabitants of the Brahmaputra Valley. They are a section of the
Kachari conglomerate that is commonly known as Greater Bodo group Anthropologically. They
are linguistically close to the Boros, Garos, Tiwas, Deori, Sonowal, Rabha and Twipras of Tripura.
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Sir Edward Gait in History of Assam (1906) gave a comprehensive view about the Kacharis of
Assam including Dimasa. He is of the opinion that Dimasas are the aborigines or the earliest
inhabitants of Assam. After about hundred years of rule in north bank of the Brahmaputra valley, a
bulk of the race, due to socio economic turmoil, migrated to south of the Brahmaputra by crossing
the mighty river. This section is known as Dimasa, etymologically the children of the great river
(Di= water, ma=big and sa=children). (Bordoloi1988 and Gait:1906). The Mahabharata and other
ancient scriptures mention about foot hill dwellers of the Great Himalaya as Kirata, which have
been identified as Indo-Mongoloid by S K Chatterji, is supposed to be Dimasa Kachari. Dimapur
which was a capital of the erstwhile Dimasa kingdom upto 536 AD, is referred to as Hidimbapur in
the Mahabarata. Hidimba was a princess who wedlocked with Bhima, the third Pandava.
Ghatotokocha, the hero of the Mahabharata, who fought for the Pandava is the son of Bhima and
Hidimba. The Dimasas claim their ancestry to Ghatotkacha and sacrificial ritual is offered to
Hidimba till date. Thus, Dimasas has been referred in epics and other ancient texts. It helps in
understanding that Dimasa as ethnic group have inhabited this region since time immemorial.
However, due to lack of their own script and written literature, evidences have to be searched
from their folk and oral sources.
Similarly, Judima is used in the Dimasa society, from time immemorial which is served in ju
phunto (bamboo tubes) to the dignitaries and guests in their society. Folklores indicate that judima
is offered to their God Sibarai (claimed by many as equivalent to the lord Shiva) and other deities
while performing religious and social functions. Judima is an essential part of any social or
ritualistic functions. This indicates that judima is in use in the society for various purposes from
time immemorial. There are several versions of folklore in regard to the origin of judima. One of
the versions has been recorded in videography format as part of a documentary on Judima.
I)

Method of Production:
i. Method of preparing starter cake: The bark of thembra is dried in the sun which is chopped into
tiny pieces and ground. This is then mixed with rice flour, prepared from a combination of
glutinous and non-glutinous varieties, in certain proportion and made into dough. Sticky rice flour
is added for the dough to be made into round shape. The whole process is completed by dusting
with powdered humao jla or matured cake (inoculum). The dough is shaped into round cakes of
similar pattern in odd numbers. One cake is shaped in a different pattern, usually in a phallic
shape, which is termed as humao jla (male). From this derived the proverb in Dimasa, ‘Matla rao
ni gjer ha humao jla, said in jest when a male is seen among several females. The starter cakes
are prepared during the ascending moon and before sunset. Utmost hygiene is maintained during
preparation of starter cakes. Even sour and salts are kept away.
The starter cakes are placed on a jangkhlai (bamboo tray) and kept in a cool dry place to dry for
three to five days. Drying in sunlight is believed to reduce the potency of the starter cake. Fully
dried cakes are tied loosely in a piece of thin cloth and stored on a bamboo tray on a bed of rice
straw. These straws are reused later for the same purpose.
ii. Method of preparation of Judima: The prescribed varieties of rice is mixed in judicious
proportion and cooked. The starter cake is ground into powder and mixed with cool cooked rice. A
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particular variety of rice known in Dimasa as maiju bairing is usually used for maximising both
quantity and quality of wine. Colour of the brew depends on browning of cooked rice.
Once done, the rice is placed in a yam (a bamboo mat) for cooling and powder of ground starter
cake is mixed which is transferred to a ju-khulu or dihu. During summer in less than 24 hours
aroma emanates and the liquid starts oozing out. It may take a longer time in winter. Collection of
the fermented liquids depends on whether the rice pulp is placed in ju-khulu or dihu. As the
fermentation process progress, more liquids accumulate in a round bamboo structure called
yenthi that serves as a strainer placed right in the middle of dihu (earthen pot). In ju-khulu, which
is lined with layers of banana leaves, liquids automatically seep into a container placed below
through the bottom hole.
The brew is ready for extraction and consumption in four to five days from seeding. However,
maturity for bottling takes about one month from the seeding.
J)

Uniqueness:
The uniqueness of Judima lies in its taste, colour and flavor. It tastes sweet like honey. Its colour
varies with aging. It ranges from mellow yellow at extraction to dark brown. It has a typical flavor.
Use of Judima as a health drink/preventive drink is in Dimasa culture. Smearing of Judima on lips
of new born for warding off evil/disease is cultural. It is also used for minor ailments like sour
throat etc. It is the antidote of pain and fatigue in the Dimasa society.

K)

Inspection Body:
An Independent inspection body is constituted to inspect and assess the quality of the GI Product
consisting of the following Members:
I.
The Director of Research(Agri), Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat, Assam
II.
The Chief Scientist, Regional Agricultural Research Station, Diphu, Assam
III.
Principal Secretary, North Cachar Hills Autonomous Council, Haflong, Dist. |Dima hasao,
Assam.
IV.
Two Representatives, Waimjing, NGO, Haflong, Dist. |Dima hasao, Assam.
V.
Two representatives of YADEM
VI.
Two representatives of Producer group

L)

Others:
Dimasas is one of the oldest communities in Assam and they have been preparing Judima since
time immemorial. The ingredients used in brewing Judima including the starter cake are locally
grown. Change in any of these ingredients causes change in the quality of Judima. As the
ingredients used are traditional and endemic varieties, use of any non-traditional and nonendemic varieties would lead to substantial change in the quality of Judima. The use of these
endemic varieties in a changed location also effect changes in organoleptic qualities of Judima
due to change in temperature and humidity. Besides, paraphernalia used in preparation of Judima
are biodegradable. Therefore quality of Judima is closely associated with the air, soil and water.
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General Information
What is a Geographical Indication?
 It is an indication,
 It is used to identify agricultural, natural, or manufactured goods originating in the said area,
 It originates from a definite territory in India,
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical indication.
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India:
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, Darjeeling Tea,
Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc.
What are the bebefits of registration of Geographical Indications?
 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India,
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by others.
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal Protection.
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers.
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries.
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can apply.
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers.
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form.
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications along with prescribed fee.
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can be a
registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the Register of Geographical Indications as
registered proprietor for the Geographical Indication applied for.
Who is an authorized user?
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to a registered
Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed form alongwith prescribed fee.
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication?
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods
 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing.
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing.
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or dealing.
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory?
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal protection for action for
infringement.
What are the advantages of registering?
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for infringement.
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The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement actions.
The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication.

Who can use the registered Geographical Indication?
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in relation to goods in
respect of which it is registered.
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be renewed?
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years.
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each.
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable to be removed from the register.
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said to be infringed?
 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a geographical area
other than the true place of origin of such goods in a manner which misleads the public as to their
geographical origins.
 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including passing off in respect
of registered Geographical indication.
 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false representation to the public that
goods originate in a territory in respect of which a Geographical Indication relates.
Who can initiate an infringement action?
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication can initiate an
infringement action.
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc?
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the concerned goods. It
shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other
agreement. However, when an authorized user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title.
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed from the register?
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power to remove the
Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The aggrieved person can file an appeal
within three months from the date of communication of the order.
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark?
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good or services of one
enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a Geographical Indication is used to identify goods
having special Characteristics originating from a definite geographical territory.
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration and protection of Geographical Indications relating
to goods in India. This Act is administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks,
who is the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is located at
Chennai.
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ’A’ consists of particulars relating to
registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of particulars of the registered authorized users.
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication and an authorized user
which is illustrated below:

Filing an Application

Examination

Opportunity
for Hearing

Objection

Refused

Acceptance

Advertisement of
Application in GI Journal

Allowed or
refused

Opposition,
If any

Appeal to
IPAB

Application
allowed
Entry in GI Register

Particulars of Registered GI entered in
Part A of the Register
Particulars of Registered AU GI entered in
Part B of the Register

Registration Certificate
issued
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